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– Barron’s—”UBS’s Charles Day: How I Quadrupled Assets in 7 Years“ (October 2021)

– Wall Street Journal—“Dow Rallies Above 29000; S&P 500, Nasdaq Hit Fresh Records” (September 2020)

– Business Insider—“Gold’s rally may have paused, but the world’s biggest wealth manager still thinks a 10% allocation 
to bullion is ‘not a bad move right now’” (September 2020)

– CNBC—“Five-day win streak, Gold new high, Nasdaq record close” (August 2020)

– LA Times—“Apple’s stock split will curtail its huge influence on the Dow” (August 2020)

– ReutersCNN—“Blue chips get all the attention. But small stocks are rising, too” (August 2020)

– Reuters—“Stock market live updates futures dip jobless claims ahead” (July 2020)

– Reuters—“USA stocks weekahead/wall st week ahead investors raise cash as us recovery wobbles options strategists 
profit” (July 2020)

– Bloomberg|Quint—“Wall street frets over investing 101 as hedging gets dangerous” (June 2020)

– Financial Planner—“Rich clients should leave stock bubbles to day traders” (June 2020)

– Bloomberg —“Clients should leave stock bubbles to day traders” (June 2020)

– Financial Planner—“Advisors find new routines and coworkers during coronavirus” (May 2020)

Charles Day in the media

As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services Inc. offers investment advisory services in its capacity as an 
SEC-registered investment adviser and brokerage services in its capacity as an SEC-registered broker-dealer. Investment advisory services and brokerage 
services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate arrangements. It is important that you 
understand the ways in which we conduct business, and that you carefully read the agreements and disclosures that we provide to you about the 
products or services we offer. For more information, please review the client relationship summary provided at ubs.com/relationshipsummary, or 
ask your UBS Financial Advisor for a copy. 
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